Science & Education

// LOMONOSOV MOSCOW STATE UNIVERSITY
Course of SD - D. Katalevsky, V. Sidorenko, V. Solodov, D. Kavtaradze
www.msu.ru

// STATE UNIVERSITY OF MANAGEMENT
SD courses in curriculum of the Faculty Information Systems - V. Godin & N. Lychkina
Course - Simulation modeling of Economic processes at IT-MANAGEMENT LEARNING CENTRE - AUTHORS OF THE COURSE: XJ Technologies CEO - A. Borschchev, XJ Technologies Director of Sales and Business Development: T. Popkov. Ph. D. Senior Lecturer at State University of Management - N. Lychkina, Ph. D.
www.guu.ru

// NATIONAL RESEARCH UNIVERSITY: HIGHER SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
SD courses in curriculum of the Faculty of Business Informatics - A. Akopov, Faculty of Management — N. Filiyov, Faculty of Logistics — N. Lychkina & G. Zakhodyakina
New M.Sc program "Business Analytics in Logistics & Supply Chain Management" (Faculty of Logistics) including courses in SD
www.hse.ru

// PERM NATIONAL RESEARCH UNIVERSITY
The System Dynamics course is aimed for students in the international master program Master in Finance & Information Technology (MiFIT) held by Chair of Information Systems and Mathematical Methods in Economics (Faculty of Economics).
www.mifit.ru
Head of Chair – Doctor of Physics and Mathematics, Professor Dmitry L. Andrianov, Master Program Supervisor – PhD in Economics Sergey V. Ivliev
www.en.psu.ru

Books

// SIMULATION MODELING OF ECONOMIC PROCESSES
N. Lychkina, MOSCOW: INFRA-M, 2013

// FUNDAMENTALS OF MANAGEMENT SIMULATION MODELING AND SYSTEM ANALYSIS
D. Katalevsky, MOSCOW: MOSCOW UNIVERSITY PRESS, 2011

Business Partners of Russian Chapter

// XJ TECHNOLOGIES
XJ Technologies is a leading provider of dynamic simulation tools, technologies and consulting services for business applications
www.xjtek.com

// PROGNOZ
Prognoz develops Business Intelligence (BI) and Business Performance Management (BPM) solutions that help corporations and government agencies harness the power of data to make informed decisions
www.prognoz.com

Scope of SD application in the Russian Federation:

// BUSINESS & IT-CONSULTING
// DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES FOR RUSSIAN TERRITORIES AND SOCIAL SPHERE
// STRATEGIC ANALYSIS ACROSS COMPANIES
// LOGISTICS AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
// FISHERIES AND ECOLOGY
// INDUSTRY-SPECIFIC PROJECTS

If you have any questions, please contact the Russian Chapter:
www.sysdynamics.ru
N. Lychkina, chairman of Russian chapter system dynamics society
lychkina@guu.ru
+7 (495) 749-71-77